The Sake Collection

Sake
Amabuki
Amabuki was founded in 1688 in the prefecture of Saga, located on the southern island
of Kyushu. The brewery has thus been in operation for 330 years. Throughout this long
history, it has always stayed true to its ideals of forging a close connection to
nature and protecting the environment. The water used comes from the Seburi mountains,
and contrary to most breweries, who source their rice from dedicated suppliers, Amabuki
cultivates various rice varieties itself. They furthermore chose not to use the yeast
cultures provided by the Brewing Society of Japan, opting for flower blossom yeast
instead. These give a wonderful aromatic intensity to the sake produced, contributing
to its unique character.

Marigold

Category

Junmai

Rice variety

Omachi

Polishing ratio

65%

Style

Intense & soft

Description

This sake was brewed following the
traditional
Yamahai
method,
which
emphasizes flavour intensity as well as the
umami aspect that can be so characteristic
of certain sake. The use of Marigold yeast
contributes
to
aromatic
flavor
and
intensity. A versatile sake, which can also
be enjoyed at a warmer temperature.

Rosé

Category

Junmai

Rice variety

Saga no Hana & Shikokumai

Polishing ratio

/

Style

Fruity & soft

Description

The pinkish tint of this lovely sake has
been derived from the use of shikokumai, an
unpolished red rice variety, in combination
with Saga no Hana, a more traditional rice
variety. It is a sake characterized by a
lovely fruitiness and a soft touch on the
palate. Ideal to trigger your tasting buds
at the start of a meal.
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Rhododendron

Category

Junmai Daiginjo

Rice variety

Omachi

Polishing ratio

40%

Style

Floral & fresh

Description

A sake that announces the coming of spring!
Quite noticeable floral notes, soft in
style yet still not without a touch of
freshness thanks to the use of Omachi rice
as well as the Kimoto brewing method. Very
versatile, but you can only do it true
justice in combination with a pure,
vegetarian cuisine.

Daiginjo

Category

Daiginjo

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki

Polishing ratio

40%

Style

Fruity & elegant

Description

This sake was brewed with a yeast derived
from abelia flowers. Very soft in the nose,
delicate fruitiness with melon and white
peach. Perhaps the sake showing the most
refinement within the Amabuki range. A sake
that demands time and attention to be
appreciated fully.
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Daruma Masamune
Daruma Masamune can almost be considered as sake royalty. In comparison to other
breweries it is relatively recent in origin (founded in 1835), but it has quickly
found its way to the top. Among other highlight, the first yeast strain that would be
commercialized (under the very original name 'yeast 1') was isolated in this brewery.
Even more significant is the contribution Daruma Masamune made to the revival of
koshu, aged sake. This style was at its zenith during the Kamakura period, but fell
in obscurity following rice scarcity, as well as the levying of taxes of sake that
was left to ripen in the breweries. These products are only available in small
quantities, but what you discover in the glass is simply majestic. Worthy of a place
among the world's greatest digestives!

Vintage set

Category

Koshu Junmai

Rice variety

Nihonbare

Polishing ratio

70%

Style

/

Description

A unique set of sake! These three different
bottles will allow you to get a better
understanding of the complexity sake can
gain with age. The bottles are 3, 5 and 10
years old, each showing a unique identity
and gastronomical versatility. A pleasure
to discover.

10 Years

Category

Koshu Junmai

Rice variety

Nihonbare

Polishing ratio

70%

Style

Complex & deep

Description

This is a blend of five different vintages
with the youngest included being at least
10 years old. A distinctive bouquet of miso,
soy and dried fruit with a wiff of umami
and dried mushrooms. Voluptuous on the
palate, yet soft and focused with enormous
length. A contemplation sake.
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Dassai
Dassai is one of the great success stories in an industry that has been and is still
going through a crisis. The Asahi brewery has existed for 200 years, but had the
unfortunate luck of being located in Yamaguchi Prefecture, a region not exactly known
for quality sake. Near the end of the eighties, it was decided to go towards a more
bold direction. The aim was to be at the top, using only the best rice available, and
producing only Junmai Daiginjo sake. Thanks to the combination of door-to-door sales
in bars and restaurants in Tokyo with the bubble economy still going strong at the
time, Dassai bunkered in as the sake of choice in Tokyo's high society. Now, more than
20 years later, Dassai can still be considered as one of the finest examples of modern
day sake thanks to the continuous rigorous focus on quality.

50

Category

Junmai Daiginjo

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki

Polishing ratio

50%

Style

Fruity & open

Description

I could describe this as the entry level
sake, but it would not do justice to the
nuance and complexity it displays in the
glass. A classy example of Daiginjo sake, a
soft fruitiness combined with elegance on
the palate.

39

Category

Junmai Daiginjo

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki

Polishing ratio

39%

Style

Fruity & complex

Description

Just one step up from Dassai 50,
serious leap in complexity. The
aromas are on the forefront
voluptuous tropical fruit, melon,
and mango, combined with a soft
Brilliant sake!
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23

Category

Junmai Daiginjo

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki

Polishing ratio

23%

Style

Pure & elegant

Description

Dassai 23 jumpstarted the 'race to the
bottom' the attempt of many a sake brewer
to increase the rice polishing ratio
without losing complexity in flavour.
Showing an almost unbearable lightness, yet
such intensity and purity on the palate.
Extreme but harmonious!
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Dewazakura
Dewazakura was founded in Yamagata prefecture in 1892, located at around 300 kilometers
north of Tokyo. Yamagata has been rising to the top when it comes to sake production,
as showcased by the granting of one of the first serious appellations for Dewa Sansan.
The contribution made by Dewazakura should not be neglected. The brewery rose to fame
in the eighties as a pioneer in the commercialisation of ginjo sake. Traditionally
this category was limited to the official sake competition circuit, but the Oka Ginjo
was one of the first made available to a broad audience at a reasonable price point.
In 2011, Berry Bros. & Rudd, one of the most traditional and highly reputed wine
merchants in the United Kingdom, started with a select offering of sake, chosing to
work with Dewazakura from the start.

Dewa sansan

Category

Junmai Ginjo

Rice variety

Dewa Sansan

Polishing ratio

50%

Style

Fresh & focused

Description

The prefecture of Yamagata was one of the
first acknowledged Geographical Indications
for sake in Japan, emphasizing a light and
clean character. This Dewa San San is an
ideal example: focused, straight and pure.

Oka

Category

Ginjo

Rice variety

Dewa Sansan & Haenuki

Polishing ratio

50%

Style

Fruity & linear

Description

This is an almost historical sake that
started the Ginjo-boom in the eighties. In
a very delicate manner it manages to combine
aromatic intensity with focus. An ideal
sake to start a meal, but also very
complementary with the lightness of
tempura.
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Dewanosato

Category

Junmai

Rice variety

Dewanosato

Polishing ratio

60%

Style

Soft & focused

Description

A sake that respects its ricy character
without losing track of the focus and
finesse that is so characteristic of
Yamagata sake. It is less opulent in the
nose, but quite firm and linear on the
palate. Ideal to combine with seafood.
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Fukuju
The influence of the quality and character of water on the final identity of sake
should not be underestimated. The minerals the water contains play an important rule
during the fermentation process, as they are used as nutrients by the yeasts. To get
a better grip on the process, brewers prefer to work with water with a low mineral
content. Hard water will on the other hand lead to a faster and more intense
fermentation, resulting in a sake that often has a bit more emphasis on riciness and
aromatic nuance. Nada, located in Hyogo prefecture is a hub of sake production thanks
to the presence of 'miyamizu' hard water, and our sake offering would not have been
complete without an excelling producer from this region. Fukuju was founded in 1751
and has used miyamizu sourced from the Rokko mountains since the start. Their sake is
highly reputed in Japan, and the Kobe Classic has been served regularly at the Nobel
Prize Ceremony.

Kobe Classic

Category

Junmai Ginjo

Rice variety

Hyogo Yumenishiki

Polishing ratio

60%

Style

Fruity & broad

Description

The classic Fukuju sake that shows the
effect and importance of the water used in
the production of sake. Quite broad in
attack, fruity yet soft on the palate with
just the right amount of punch towards the
end.

Kobe Special

Category

Junmai

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki

Polishing ratio

70%

Style

Punchy & intense

Description

Junmai sake is often characterized by a more
robust character. The polishing is not as
strict, meaning that there are still a lot
of nutrients left within the rice grain.
This will lead to a speedy and strong
fermentation, and the resulting sake will
also have a more intense character, yet not
falling into the trap of heaviness and
crudeness. In Nada this sake is sometimes
even referred to as Otoko-sake (masculine
sake). Ideally paired with meat.
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Hanatomoe
The Miyashino brewery, located in Nara smack in the middle of the idyllic Zenbonsakura, used to be a relatively big producer with up to 300 000 liter of sake on a
yearly basis. 90% of the production was however sold on to big breweries who would
then sell it under their own label. The decrease in demand for sake however, meant
that most big breweries had sufficient inhouse production capacity. Smaller players
who had become complacent, as they could send off whatever they produced to the big
breweries, all of a sudden found themselves gently nudged towards commercialising
their sake, forcing them to innovate in order to secure a place on the market. The
Hanatomoe selection had always been a sideproject, and has now become a top priority.
The brewer learned the trade secrets at Kenbishi, one of Japan's most discrete
breweries, and he adopted two key techniques: the use of the yamahai method and the
use of a proprietary yeast strain. Worth the discovery, and sake to cherish.

Sugi

Category

Taruzake

Rice variety

Gin no Sato

Polishing ratio

70%

Style

Punchy & broad

Description

Sake raised in cedar barrels does not have
the best of reputations, given that the wood
can overwhelm the sake to such a degree that
it hardly matters what it tasted like
before. If however an excelling producer of
excelling sake works with cedar wood, you
get a restrained and unique product,
creating a rounding character that supports
the intrinsic finesse a sake possesses.

Nature x Nature

Category

Kijosh

Rice variety

Gin no Sato

Polishing ratio

70%

Style

Opulent & pure

Description

Kijoshu is sometimes considered as the
Japanese response to the sweet wines of
Sauternes. Instead of adding water during
the third step of the fermentation process,
sake was used, resulting in a final product
that contains an ample dose of residual
sugar. A quality producer can create a
delicate balance between opulence and
freshness.
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Rihaku
The Rihaku brewery was founded in 1882 and adopted its current name in the thirties,
finding inspiration wiith Li Bo, a Chinese poet who discovered some of his best works
at the bottom of a bottle. It is a small brewery, and the focus is of course solely
on quality. The soft water is sourced from a well on the estate, and only sake-specific
rice is used in the production. The sake produced in Shimane prefecture is often a
bit sturdier in character, but not without elegance. Rihaku's sake is exemplary herein.
For the moment there is only one sake available, but the potential to expand is
promising.

Wandering Poet

Category

Junmai Ginjo

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki

Polishing ratio

55%

Style

Soft & warming

Description

Wandering Poet is actually the entry level
sake in the Rihaku range. The Ginjo style
is a bit more geared towards umami than you
would expect in Yamagata for example, but
there is a distinct versatility towards
food pairing. An allrounder, which is done
justice in combination with a wintery meal.
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Shichiken
The Shichiken brewery is located in Hakushu, a city in the prefecture of Yamanashi
(the Southern Alps). It is possible that Hakushu may ring a bell with whiskey lovers,
seeing as Suntory's flagship whiskey is also produced here, for the very same reason
as Shichiken: the quality of the water. The brewery was founded in 1749 and is
currently still being managed by the Kitagawara family. The long history as well as
the stability of ownership contribute to a production method that values tradition
and experience. The result is a nuanced sake, not flamboyant, not too expressive yet
attention-drawing and more importantly, rewarding.

Velvet

Category

Junmai Ginjo

Rice variety

Yumesansui

Polishing ratio

57%

Style

Elegant & soft

Description

Perhaps my personal favorite in the range.
You can really taste the intensity and
personality of the water found in the
Japanese Alps. The water comes from the
Ojiro river, one of Japan's most highly
reputed sources of water. A beautiful,
wintery sake, perfect for cosy moments.
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Tedorigawa
For those who had the opportunity to watch the Netflix documentary 'The Birth of
Sake', this brewery holds no secrets. Tedorigawa has been in the Yoshida family since
the foundation 140 years ago, and the sixth generation is currently in charge. The
brewery is located in Ishikawa prefecture, bordering on the Japanese Sea. The region
is dominated by the Noto association of sake brewers, which has built a reputation
for firm and intense sake in recent years. Tedorigawa has spent decades on finetuning
a style capable of transcending this down-to-earth character, producing elegant and
lively sake. The production here is quite versatile, and can be drunk both warm and
cold.

Yoshidagura

Category

Junmai

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki & Gohyakumangoku

Polishing ratio

55%

Style

Lively & soft

Description

A sake that has well deserved its high
standing in the world of sake, and a worthy
subject for 'The Birth of Sake'. Fruity
notes of apple and banana combined with
freshness and liveliness on the palate.
Accessible, but certainly not at the cost
of quality and complexity.

Shukon

Category

Kijoshi

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki & Gohyakumangoku

Polishing ratio

55%

Style

Lively & fruity

Description

This is an interesting sake: as you can see,
polishing ratio and rice varieties used are
the same, yet this is ginjo. Tedorigawa does
not vue ginjo as a classification that is
automatically earned as soon as you pass an
arbitrary polishing treshold, but they
consider it to be a completely different
style: more on the fruit style, but still
distinctive Tedorigawa in style.
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Toko
Kojima Sohonten is one of the oldest breweries in Japan: for over 400 years sake has
been produced here, and the 27th generation of the founding family currently holds
the reins! The Toko reputation has thus been established centuries ago; even in periods
of rice scarcity when production of sake was forbidden at several breweries, an
exception was made for Toko (it did not hurt that the local feudal lord was a fan!).
Throughout the centuries, quality has always been emphasized, not being distracted by
volume or commercially-driven decisions. A long history, and a steady respect for
tradition.

Pure Rice

Category

Junmai

Rice variety

Haenuki

Polishing ratio

60%

Style

Soft & focused

Description

The entry reference in the range.
Noticeable lactic notes, riciness and a
hint of umami on the nose, with a delicate
softness
on
the
palate.
An
ideal
introduction if you are not familiar yet
with sake.

Daiginjo

Category

Junmai Daiginjo

Rice variety

Yamada Nishiki

Polishing ratio

35%

Style

Deep & elegant

Description

A benchmark for what exactly Daiginjo
should be. Rigorous control an all aspects
of the production process lead to purity of
fruit, a sherbet-like intensity but with
finesse and incredibly length in the
finish, lifting it into greatness.
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Yuki no Bosha
Yuki no Bosha was founded in the beginning of the twentieth century in Yurihonjo, a
city in Akita prefecture. The region is a natural match for the production of sake:
regular snow means that growing rice comes rather easy, and serves as an ample source
of pure water, a key requirement for producing quality sake. The brewer tries to
strike a delicate balance in controlling the process without intervening too much,
allowing the sake to find its own balance. The brewery was one of the first in Japan
to be certified as working ecologically, specifically as they grow their own rice,
and has also developed its proprietary yeast strains in order to preserve their sake's
unique character.

Snow Crystal

Category

Junmai Ginjo

Rice variety

Akita Sake Komachi

Polishing ratio

50%

Style

Soft & elegant

Description

A sake brewed by the most Northerly kura in
the range, and a typical example of a firm
yet warming style. Yuki no Bosha means snow
hut, and the elegance you find in the glass
evokes wintery scenes and cosiness.
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Other beverages
Amabuki
Apollon

Category

Liqueur

Ingredients

Sake & blood oranges

Alcohol %

9%

Style

Fruity & sweet

Description

Apollon is a great example of 'East meets
West' with Japanese sake being combined
with Sicilian blood oranges. Ideal to pair
with a summery dessert, or to use for great
cocktails.

Ginjo Trester

Category

Honkaku Shochu

Ingredients

Sake kasu

Alcohol %

25%

Style

Fruity & soft

Description

This shochu is made by distilling the 'sake
kasu' the mass that remains following the
sake fermentation process. Quality is also
the focus here, as only sake kasu coming
out the production of ginjo sake can be
used. After distillation, the shochu rests
a year before being released. Soft, fruity
yet warming, the ideal winter drink!
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Yayoi
Ancient black rabbit

Category

Kokuto Shochu

Ingredients

Sugar cane & koji

Alcohol %

25%

Style

Soft & round

Description

Yayoi is the oldest distillery on Amami
Oshima, andd a true specialist when it comes
to classic and traditional Shochu. Ancient
Black Rabbit is put to rest in oak barrels
after the distillation in order to give it
a soft yet intens structure. Very
approachable, and the ideal entry point for
those not familiar with Shochu.

Category

Kokuto Shochu

Ingredients

Sugar cane & prunes

Alcohol %

12%

Style

Soft & fruity

Description

Amami Oshima is one of the biggest islands
situated between Kyushu and Okinawa in the
south of Japan. The base of this unique
Umeshu is 'Kokuto Shochu', a distilled
beverage made with rice and brown sugar,
only produced on Amami Oshima. The prunes
added in a later stage are sourced from
Kyushu. The ideal drink to start or to
finish a great evening.

Amami Oshima
Umeshu
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Fukuju
Yuzushu

Category

Yuzushu

Ingredients

Sake & yuzu

Alcohol %

14%

Style

Fresh & intense

Description

There are few things as refreshing as
Yuzushu. Yuzu is an Asian citrus fruit that
looks like a lemon, but that will
flavourwise actually resemble grapefruit
with a nice bitterness and aromatic
intensity. In combination with sake you add
depth while retaining freshness. Low in
alcohol, and the ideal aperitif or base for
cocktails.
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Pricelist
Sake
Name

Code

Contents

Price
(VAT
incl.)

Price
(VAT
excl.)

Amabuki, Marigold

SAM02.1

180ml

10,5

8,68

SAM02

720ml

32

26,45

SAM01.1

80ml

12,5

10,33

SAM01

720ml

38

31,40

SAM03.1

180ml

17

14,05

SAM03

720ml

49

40,50

SAM04.1

180ml

17

14,05

SAM04

720ml

49

40,50

Daruma Masamune, Vintage set

SDM01

180ml

68

56,20

Daruma Masamune, 10 years

SDM02

720ml

129

106,61

SDS01.1

300ml

19

15,7

SDS01

720ml

38

31,4

SDS02.1

300ml

32

26,45

SDS02

720ml

65

53,72

SDS03

720ml

96

79,34

SDZ03.1

300ml

18

14,88

SDZ03

720ml

38

31,40

SDZ02.1

300ml

17

14,05

SDZ02

720ml

36

29,75

SDZ01

720ml

36

29,75

Amabuki, Rosé

Amabuki, Rhododendron

Amabuki, Daiginjo

Dassai, 50

Dassai, 39

Dassai, 23
Dewazakura, Dewa Sansan

Dewazakura, Oka

Dewazakura, Dewanosato
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Fukuju, Kobe Classic

SFJ01.1

300ml

17

14,05

SFJ01

720ml

34

28,10

SFJ01.2

300ml

76

62,81

Fukuju, Kobe Special

SFJ02

720ml

39

32,23

Hanatomoe, Sugi

SHT01

720ml

38

31,40

Hanatomoe, Nature x Nature

SHT02

500ml

49

40,5

SRH01.1

300ml

16,5

13,64

SRH01

720ml

33

27,27

Shichiken, Velvet

SSC01

720ml

33

27,27

Tedorigawa, Yoshidagura

STG01

720ml

31

25,62

Tedorigawa, Shukon

STG02

720ml

40

33,06

STK01.1

180ml

10,5

8,68

STK01

720ml

28

23,14

Toko, Daiginjo

STK02

720ml

81

66,94

Yuki no Bosha, Snow Crystal

SYB01

720ml

33

27,27

Contents

Price
(VAT
incl.)

Price
(VAT
excl.)

720ml

33

27,27

Rihaku, Wandering Poet

Toko, Pure Rice

Other beverages
Name

Amabuki, Marigold

Code

SAM05

Amabuki, Ginjo Trester

SAM06

700ml

33

27,27

Yayoi, Ancient Black Rabbit

SYY01

700ml

33

27,27

Amami Oshima, Umeshu

SAO01

700ml

33

27,27

Fukuju, Yuzuzhu

SFJ03

500ml

27

22,31
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